Hotel Casa Amsterdam

Hotel Casa is dedicated to a more sustainable hotel industry, aiming for a smaller global footprint. CASA’s decisions prioritize people, the environment, and society, striving for the most sustainable results. Recognizing this as an ongoing journey, CASA consistently seeks feasible steps to shape the social responsibility within the company.

Collaboration with sustainable initiatives include:

**Made Blue**
Inviting our guests to save water in order to make donations in their name to projects in North Africa and South Asia.

**GiveMe5**
Joining the GiveMe5 program to make a positive impact in the lives of economically homeless people by offering them a hotel room as a temporary home.

**JINC**
Giving training to kids and teenagers, to strive for a society in which children’s backgrounds do not determine their future.

**HotelsForTrees**
Donating trees to actively support the transition towards a more sustainable hotel industry.

**Green Hotel Club**
Being founder and active member of The Green Hotel Club; a foundation which actively promotes a future proof and green hotel policy.

Hotel Casa’s own green initiatives include:

**Communication**
Informing our guests, employees, and suppliers about our sustainability objectives.

**Less waste**
Transitioning from single-use amenities to bulk packaging in bathrooms.

**CO2 control**
Continuously working to reduce CASA’s CO2 emissions.

**Housekeeping on request**
Working with a housekeeping on request policy throughout our hotel. A sustainable choice that conserves water and energy.

**Responsible purchases**
Implementing a sustainable procurement policy with guidelines for all staff to make more responsible purchases.

**Driving CSR Education**
Engaging with CSR advancements, actively educating employees and enthusiasts about industry standards.
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